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Abstrat

This paper presents two optimalizations of standard parsing tehniques applied to Czeh as a repre-

sentative of a free word order language with rih morphology. Our approah is based on features that take

advantage of partiular knowledge of language spei� properties. The �rst method involves a speial

type of merging possible due to the agreement ful�llment. Another use of language spei� features lies

in the exploitation of verb valeny frames for probabilisti ordering of parsing output.

1 Introdution

Parsing of natural language texts �nds its use in many areas of omputational linguistis suh as

mahine translation, speeh reognition or text summarization. Results of analysis of English have

already reahed a satisfatory level to be applied in real-world appliations.

However, the same parsing tehniques working with a morphologially rih free word order language

like Czeh su�er from serious problems aused by a high ambiguity of the underlying grammar.

Syntatial analysis of Czeh usually yields enormously high number of possible parsing trees, whih

together with inevitable feature struture uni�ation require an unaeptable omputational resoures.

We disuss two methods to overome these diÆulties.

The next setion desribes the use of a speial feature struture designed to e�etively merge relevant

syntati features, whih prevents from a ombinatorial expansion of possible uni�ation outputs. In

setion 3, we present a tehnique that supplements standard stohasti methods with verb valeny

onept to be able to apture the free word order.

2 Language Spei� Feature Merging

In a general ase the number of unii�ation ations grows exponentially with the level of parsing

ambiguities in the resulting hart. One approah that may (with some kinds of input strutures)

redue the number of ations lies in utilization of the interleaved pruning ations. However, many

natural language phenomena defy to solving a signi�ant portion of the ambiguities on the loal

ontext involved in interleaved pruning.

Instead of that, an eÆient version of non-interleaved pruning (fatored extration [5℄) an be used

to remove some overabundant ombinations of uni�ed values and by this way derease the number

of uni�ations after the hart has been built. This tehnique is limited to ombinations of evinibly

idential onstraints.
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Figure 1: Struture used for Czeh language spei� feature merging

Another tehnique, used in our system, makes the best of the knowledge of the language spei�

features used in agreement ful�llment tests. It exploits the fat that in loal uni�ations the ore

feature strutures of the right hand side onstituents an be merged together in the left hand side

feature struture desribing all possible variants of the grammatial features of the result. For the

Czeh language we use a struture desribed in the Figure 1.

The feature merging mostly omprises the gnp part of the struture whih desribes:

� for a noun phrase all its possible grammatial ases (in Czeh at most 7 ases | nominative,

genitive, dative, ausative, voative, loative and instrumental), numbers (singular and/or plural)

and genders (out of 4 possible | masuline animative and inanimative, feminine and neutral).

� for a verb phrase all its possible numbers, genders and persons (up to 3).

The gnp part represents a boolean array indiating the presene or absene of the spei�ed gram-

matial feature in the given noun/verb phrase. This struture an thus express up to 56 (7 � 2 � 4)

ombinations of feature values.

The other �elds in the feature struture represent various grammatial features of the onstituents.

3 Verb Valenies as a Figure of Merit

Ambiguity on all levels of representation is an inherent property of natural languages and it also forms

a entral problem of natural language parsing. A onsequene of the natural language ambiguity is a

high number of possible outputs of a parser that are usually represented by labeled trees. The average

number of parsing trees per input sentene strongly depends on the bakground grammar and thene

on the language. There are natural language grammars produing at most hundreds or thousands of

parsing trees but also highly ambiguous grammar systems produing enormous number of results. For

example, a grammar extrated from the Penn Treebank and tested on a set of sentenes randomly

generated from a probabilisti version of the grammar has on average 7:2� 10

27

parses per sentene

aording to Moore's work (IWPT'2000). Suh a mammoth extent of result is also no exeption in

parsing of Czeh [8℄ (see Fig. 2) due to free word order and rih morphology of word forms whih

grammatial ase annot often be unambiguously determined.

A traditional solution for these problems is presented by probabilisti parsing tehniques [2℄ aiming

at �nding the most probably parse of a given input sentene. This methodology is usually based on

the relative frequenies of ourrene of the possible relations in a representative orpus. \Best" trees

are judged by a probabilisti �gure of merit.

A key question is then what the good andidates for FOMs are. The use of probabilisti ontext-

free grammars (PCFGs) involves simple CF rule probabilities to form a FOM [4, 1℄. Caraballo and

Charniak [3℄ present and evaluate di�erent �gures of merit in the ontext of best-�rst hart parsing.

They reommend boundary trigram estimate that has ahieved the best performane on two testing
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Figure 2: The level of ambiguity grows exponentially to the number of words in a sentene.

grammars. This tehnique, as well as stohasti POS tagging based on n-gram statistis, ahieves

satisfatory results for analytial languages (like English). However, in ase of free onstituent order

languages, urrent studies suggest that these simple stohasti tehniques onsiderably su�er from the

data sparseness problem and require a formidable amount of training data.

In order to ope with these diÆulties in Slavoni languages (viz. Czeh), we propose to exploit the

language spei� features. Preliminary results indiate that the most advantageous approah is the

one based upon valenies of the verb phrase | a oneption often disussed in traditional linguistis.

Certainly, we need to disharge the dependene on the surfae order. The �rst step lies in omputa-

tion of n-grams based on the lexial heads. On one hand it follows the priniple of free word ordering

and on the other hand it redues the number of possible training shemata, whih may be ruial to

the usability. After that, we employ a mehanism that relaxes the requirement of n-gram to form a

tuple with �rm order. In our de�nition, the n-gram is ounted as an unordered olletion of items

(internally, the set is represented as a list with prede�ned ordering of its elements, so that two sets

that ontain the same items are equal abstratedly from their order).

The part of the system dediated to exploitation of information obtained from a list of verb va-

lenies [6℄ is neessary for solving the prepositional attahment problem in partiular. During the

analysis of noun groups and prepositional noun groups in the role of verb valenies in a given input

sentene one needs to be able to distinguish free adjunts or modi�ers from obligatory valenies. We

are testing a set of heuristi rules that determine whether a found noun group typially serves as a

free adjunt. The heuristis are based on the lexio-semanti onstraints [7℄.

All these language spei� optimalizations of standard methods have a substantial impat on the

overall performane. The Table 1 summarizes the preision estimates ounted on real orpus data.



perentage

preision on sentenes of 1-10 words 86.9%

preision on sentenes of 11-20 words 78.2%

preision on sentenes of more than 20 words 63.1%

overall preision 79.3%

number of sentenes with mistakes in input 8.0%

Table 1: Preision estimate as per sentene length

These measurements presented here may underestimate the atual bene�ts of this approah due to

the estimated 8% of mistakes in input orpus.

4 Conlusions

Both tehniques desribed in the artile show that the utilization of language spei� features form a

substantial asset to standard parsing approahes. To the best of our knowledge, the presented results

represent the �rst-rate values of preision and time requirements that has been ahieved for Czeh

so far. The advantage of these methods lies in their e�ortless integrability with lexial assoiations,

whih should provide in-depth domain knowledge represented by a speialized orpus.
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